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; . : ' ' CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Psychology has shown us that the child*s early instruction, ; 

training, and experiences are of greater importance than any which 
he receives in later life. For the Negro child this is doubly true 

because he occupies a unique place in American society. Added to the 

problems of childhood there exist for him the multiple problems of 

being a Negro. He is faced early with the realization that to some 

other members of society there is an opprobrium attached to being a 

Negro. This realization that often a difference is made for racial 

reasons alone will have serious effects on the child*s future reaction 

to adult problems. It is the duty as well as the privilege of Negro 

schools in Arizona so to. train the children under their care that 

they will emerge not as relief clients or prison inmates but as well- 

adjusted, productive citizens of the state. They must he given train

ing which will make them consider the world not with a defeatist at

titude but with the determination and ability to lead happy, useful, 

productive lives. :

The success with which Negro schools meet this challenge can 

scarcely be determined in one report, chiefly because of the diversity 

of factors which must be taken into account. The true determination 

of this objective depends upon three factors*
1. An examination or survey of existing conditions.
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2. A willingness to modify or to reconstruct these condi
tions in light of present-day circumstances•

5. The vision! and ability to make such necessary modifi
cations or reconstructions a reality.

It is the hope of the author that this thesis will help to fulfill

the first, namely a survey of existing conditions, and that the other
two factors will be considered in the near future.

The purpose of this study is to survey these elements of Negro 

education in Arizona:

1. Schools: number, proportion, location, enrollment,
finance. .. .

2. Teachers: preparation, experience, salaries.

5. Pupils: source, age-grade placement, parents' occupa
tions, occupational trends after leading school.

In treating this problem the steps listed below were taken:

1, An analysis was made of all existing state records in 
the office of the Director of Educational Research.
These had been preserved only since 1955. Records 
sent in by county superintendents were made freely 
available and were used extensively.

2. Questionnaires were sent to all teachers and princi
pals of Negro schools. A copy of this questionnaire 
is inserted at the end of this introduction.

5. Personal interviews were held with:
a. Thirty per cent of the personnel of Negro schools
b. Superintendents of systems containing twenty-five 

per cent of the Negro schools in the state.

The information secured from all of these sources has been com
piled and is presented without personal references because it is the 

author's opinion? that such would add nothing to the value of the 

report. The material collected is for the school year 1959-40 and it
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is the sincere belief of the writer that this thesis presents a clear 

picture of conditions existing in Negro schools in Arizona during 

that year.

; Statement of Limitations
The presentation of the materials on finance is limited to the 

school year 1957-58 because of the fact that information for the 

year 1959-40 was unavailable when the writing of this thesis was 

undertaken. It may be noted also that total expenditures for Negro 

schools were, in some instances, for salaries only and did not in

clude other expenses such as operating expenses, repairs, labor bills, 

and supplies for instruction which were not furnished by the state.

It was impossible to differentiate between those reported expenditures 
for Negro schools which were all-inclusive and those which were for 

salaries only. In the chapter on pupils returns from the questionnaires 

sent out were meager. From those received it was feasible to present 

complete data on the age-grade placement of pupils in four schools, 
including one school in each of the two largest cities in the state.
The pupils in these four schools constitute 58.4% of the total number 

of Negro elementary pupils enrolled In the state. Thus the four 

schools which may be taken to represent a fair cross-section of exist
ing conditions all over the state.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Tow are requested to supply for your school the information re
ferred to on this schedule. This material is needed to provide de
pendable information about the elementary school situation in Arizona . 
as it concerns Negroes. It will be used in a study of Negro education 
in Arizona. Tour reply will be considered strictly confidential and 
will be used only in compiling totals for this study.

I will sent a summery of the results of the investigation to all 
who send a reply and who signify a desire to receive one.

Thank you for co-operation.

Thomas C. Jackson.

1. BUILDINGS

7. Stucco___
8. Others:

Name_____

A. Number of rooms in building .
B. Tear of construction. .
C. Construction— chock one.

1. Wood 5. Stone___ 5. Concrete _
2. Brick ____ 4. Tile ___ 6. Concrete blocks

D. Additions within the past five years

E. Toilets.
1. Number ' Is number adequate? Tes '' ... No _____
2. Location

a. Inside the building b. Outside the building
F. Heating plant

. 1. Type— check one
a. Furnace b. Stove ________ c. Other

(1) Hot-air
(2) Hot-water .____
(3) Steam _

2. Fuel— check one
a. Fuel oil_____  c. Wood____  e. Gas____
b. Kerosene____  d. Coal___ _ f. Other____

5. Is there a paid custodian?______ _

G. Storage space— check one
1. None____  2. One closet _____ 3. Two or more closets
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H. Desks or seats
1. Number In room______  Are all the same size? Yes___N o ____

I. Books
1. Number of books in your building ________
2. Is there a nearby circulating library to which the children 

have access? ■

J. Playground 
X. Size _ acres
2.

5.

Equipment— place number after name of article. .
a. Slippery slide____  e. Baseball and bat __________
b. Chinning pole _____ f. . Basketball and goals
c. Swing ____  g. Volleyball and net _____
d. Exercise ring _____ h. Other

U ) ______  (s)______(2) ______  (4)---- -
Is playground fenced in or otherwise protected? Yes No

2. TEACHERS

Sex— check one B. Marital status— check one
1. Male ___ 1. Married _____
2. Female ___ 2. Single ____
Schools attended after high school Years attended— dates
1. 1.
2. ■
Degree held— check one or more. School from which obtained Year
1. Normal school x.
2. Bachelor of Arts ______ 2.
S. Bachelor of Science 5.
4. Master of Arts 4.
5. Master of Science _____ 5.
6. Doctor of Philosophy 6.
7. Others— name 7.

What certificates do you now hold? Date of expiration
1. - 1.
2. 2. :
Teaching experience— check type. Number of years
1. Grade school 1.
2. High School 2.
3. College 5.
4. Other 4.
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H. Beginning salary in Arizona —  # _______ a year
Present salary —  $ ....  a year
During how many months are you paid? __________

I. What grades do you teach?______ - • ■

J . What were your major and minor subjects in college?

K. What subjects do you teach?

L. How many teachers are there in your building? _________

M. What proportion of your time is spent upon administrative duties?

3* Pupils

A. Number enrolled in school_________ B» Number enrolled in each grade
- taught by you.

’ 1. 5.
2.___  6.
s._____ _ ;

■ * 4*- 9 #
C. Enrollment by age— Please give age and number of pupils in your room.

D. CauSes of overageness— State number of pupils (overage) after reasons
for overageness.

1. Mobility of family ______ 4. Irregular attendance because
2. Failure in early grades_______ of:
5. Failure in present grade a. Illness _______
4. Other reasons ________  b. Illness in family____

c. Inadequate clothing___
d. Truancy _______
e. Other causes '

8. Birthplace of pupils— place number after state of birth.
1. Arizona ____  4. Mississippi____  7. California____
2. Texas ____  5. Alabama _____ 8. Elsewhere _ _ _
5. Louisiana ____  6. Oklahoma ____
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F, Occupation of parents
1. Father's occupation— Place

a. Day-laborer _ 
b« Cook _____
c. Farmer _____
d. Miner ______
e. Waiter _____
f. Houseman _____

2. Mother's occupation
a. Housewife '_____
b. Maid _____
c. Cook ..
d. Laundress ,
e. Seamstress _____
f. Teacher _____
g. Others _____

number in space.
g. Engineer ____
h. Teacher _ _ _
i. Physician
j. Dentist _____
k. Minister ____
l. Others ____

G. Home conditions
1. Humber of homes represented in room _______ ____ .
2. Number of homes in which mother is sole support of family
5. Number of pupils from broken families .
4. Reason for broken families:

a. Death - ■ b. Divorce ________ c. Others_______
H. Occupational trends.

1. Number of graduates from grade school in years between 1955 and
1959. :_____________

2. Number of grade school graduates who entered high school between
1955 and 1 9 5 9 . _______

5, Occupations entered Into by those who did not continue academic 
activities. _________________________ _______________ _______ ■ i



CHAPTER II

THE SCHOOL PLANT 

; Buildings
There are twenty-five Negro schools in the state of Arizona. As 

is to be expected, they are located in those areas of the state which 

contain the - greatest concentrations of Negro population. The chief 

exceptions to this statement are towns in Yavapai and Nava ho counties, 

where an appreciable number of Negro children attend mixed schools.

This condition possibly exists in a few other places where the school 

trustees of the districts do not deem it necessary to establish separ

ate schools as provided for by law. Subsection of Section 1011, Re

vised Statutes of Arizona, 1928, in defining the powers and duties of 

a board of trustees for an elementary school provides in part that the 

board "shall segregate pupils of the African race from pupils of the

Caucasion race in all schools other than high schools and provide all
i

accommodations made necessary by such segregation."
The map of Arizona on the following page shows the number of 

Negro schools, their location, and their size. It is interesting to 

note that the types of communities which attract the largest numbers 

of Negro residents may be classified roughly into the following groups:

A. Agricultural
B. Army post
C. Metropolitan centers
D. Lumber camps
E. Mining towns
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» Flagstaff

McNary
Phoenix*• * * - Mesa MlaS

Gil#a Bend • CooUdge 
^Casa Grande

Globe

i Laguna 
\ Yuma 
Somerton tafford

# Tucson

Ft. Huachuca
Nogales

Douglas 
Five-room School
Ten-room school
Twelve-room school

One-room school 
Two-room school 
Three-room school
Four-room school E* ghteen-room school

- Schools in the area surrounding Phoenix are: Avondale (•).
Buckeye,(•), Fowler (•), Mobile (•), Okeraah (*), Rainbow 
Valley (•), Roosevelt (•).

Figure 1. Location and Size of Negro Schools in
Arizona
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It is plain that the majority of the centers of Hegro popu

lation fall into one of the aforementioned classes. Those in Class A 

are Safford, Somerton, Casa Grande, Island Accomodation (at luma), 

Rainbow Valley, Okemah, Coolidge, Buckeye, Mesa, Fowler, Mobile, Gila 

Bend, and Laguna. These communities have Negro schools because of the 

large numbers of Negroes who follow the crops of cotton, lettuce, and 

similar produce. These are mainly seasonal workers. The enrollments 

of the schools in these towns show a definite fluctuation, varying 

directly with the harvesting seasons.

Nogales, Douglas, and Ft. Huachuca fall into Class B. Schools 

were established in these towns because of the presence first of the 

Tenth Cavalry, then of the Twenty-fifth Infantry of the United States 

Army. Both of these are Negro divisions. The army post was located 

first at Nogales, then at Douglas before being moved to its present 

location at Fort Huachuca.

Tucson and Phoenix, the centers of the greatest concentrations of 

Negroes in the state, probably attracted such large numbers because 

of their salubrious climates, the opportunities present for employment, 

and their cultural and educational advantages, as indicated by their 

excellent school systems, which extend through the years of college.

Flagstaff and McNary fall into Class D. Both of these lumbering 

camps employ large numbers of Negroes.. At McNary 80% of the work is 

done by Negroes.

Globe and Miami have Negro schools because the mines and smelters
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formerly employed a sizeable proportion of Negro laborers. It may be 

noted that as the mines in these towns have closed down there has been 

a -diminution in the enrollment of Negro schools.

Reports on buildings were received from 25 of the 25 Negro schools 

in the state. This return of 92$ is sufficient to give an accurate 

picture of the building accommodations available for the Negro children 

of Arizona. The following table shows the number of rooms in the 

schools reporting. Fifteen schools, or about 65$ of the total, have 

one or two rooms. The remaining schools consist of from three to 

eighteen rooms.

TABLE X

NUMBER OF ROOMS IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

^Number of Schools Number of Rooms
1 
2 
5
4
5
10 
12 
18

The materials of which the buildings are constructed are shown in 

Table II. Three urban schools report additions within the past five 

years. Nine schools report no additions. The other replies leave 
this space blank.

10
5
2
2
1
1
1

Total 25
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TABLE II

MATERIALS OF WHICH SCHOOLS ARE BUILT

Material Number of Schools Percent of Schools
Wood 11 50.0 .
Brick 6 27.5
Adobe 2 9.1
Stucco 2 9.1
Concrete blocks 1 4.5

Totals 22 100.0

Facilities

Heating: Since the vast majority of Negro schools are in the

southern part of the state and since most of these schools consist of 

only one or two rooms, it is not surprising to find that the chief 

form of heating plant in use is the stove. Three schools reported 

furnaces— two hot air, one steam. One school uses an Areola heater. 

The remaining 82% of the schools reporting on this feature used 

stoves. The fuel in use varied considerably as will be seen in Table

III.
TABLE III

FUEL USED IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

Fuel Number of Schools Percent of Schools
Fuel oil 6 27.2
Wood ■ ' 5 22.7
Coal 5 22.7
Wood and coal ■ ■' 5 15.7
Gas 5 15.7

Totals 22 100.0

Custodians:Twelve schools reported having paid custodians. This
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Is 65$ of those answering this question. In the other seven schools 
the teacher is required to do the janitorial work.

Toilets: The number of toilets in the schools is shown in Table

IV. Teachers in eighteen schools stated that the number of toilets^ 

was adequate. Three teachers whose schools had only two toilets each 
felt that the number was inadequate. The location of the sanitary 
facilities is almost evenly divided between indoors and out-of-doors, 

eleven being inside and ten outside the building. ;

TABLE IV

NUMBER OF TOILETS IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

Toilets_____  Number of Schools Percent of Schools
1 2 9.1
2 17 77.4
5 1 4.5
7 /.. . _ . 1 ...
8 _______________________1___________________________4Jj___

Totals 22  100.0

Storages Only three schools report & complete lack of storage

apace. The other nineteen have one, two, or more closets which would 

seem to indicate that storage space is adequate, at least in the 
smaller schools.

Desks: Desks are not the same size in most of the schools co

operating in this survey. This indicates that in all probability the 

children are seated comfortably, with small seats for the younger 

children and larger desks for the pupils in the upper grades.

1 • Toilet in this instance means one sanitary unit, not a room contain
ing several such fixtures.
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Libraries: It is unfortunate that more of the children do not have
access to a circulating library. Nine of the eighteen schools answer

ing this question reported that there was no nearby circulating lib

rary. Because of the fact that the larger schools do have library 

privileges it is incorrect to infer from these figures that half the 

Negro children in the state have no access to circulating libraries, 

but the fact that those in at least nine of the smaller schools are 

deprived of extra-curricular reading opportunity is of some importance. 

The library serves the purposes of Improving the reading ability of 

the children by giving them a pleasurable incentive to do more reading, 

providing reference materials which are too numerous and too bulky to 

be kept in a schoolroom, and being a desirable place to spent leisure 

hours. It is probably that at some future time a mobile library, 

modeled after the Bookmobile of North Carolina, will be put into opera

tion in this state. Such a traveling library will do such to bring 

the advantages of library facilities to the children and adults in 

the smaller communities of Arizona.

Playgroundst The playgrounds attached to the Negro schools in 

Arizona vary in size from less than one acre to one very large area of 

eleven acres. Seventeen of the twenty reported upon are less than 

three acres in size, as is shown in this table.

Two of the twenty schools reporting, or 10$ of this mmber, asserted 

that they had no playground equipment whatsoever. It is gratifying 

that there are so few schools with no outdoor play materials but de

plorable that the pupils attending even two schools should be forced
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TABLE ?

PLAYGROUND AREAS

Area in Acres Number of Schools Percent of Schools
Below 1 2 10.

1 7 55.
11/10 - 2 2 10.
2 1/10 - 5 6 50.

. 5 2 10.
11 1 5.

Totals 20 100.

to rely upon the teacher's imagination for whatever play activities 

they may engage in before school and during recess and lunch periods. 

Swings were the most common form of outdoor equipment mentioned. Most 

of the schools had either a baseball or a basketball with the requisite

number of bats or goals, while other types of play equipment were found 

in three or four schools. Eight of the twenty-two schools reported 

that the playgrounds were fenced in or otherwise protected. Without 
knowing neighborhood traffic conditions and the nearness of the play

grounds to the street these figures are meaningless. '

From the facts present in the completed questionnaires the author 

believes himself justified in summarizing the results as follows$

The majority of the Negro schools in the state of 
. Arizona are one-room of two-room structures built of wood 
or brick. They have two toilets, which number the teachers 
consider adequate. They; are heated by means of stoves burn
ing fuel oil, wood, coal, or a combination of the latter two.
There is a paid custodian. Closet space is adequate. The 
playground area is three acres or less and there is some 
playground equipment although it is far from being ample in 
quantity or variety.



CHAPTER I H  

TEACHERS

Children may learn various skills and attitudes without a teacher, 

but from the earliest times it has been deemed wise to delegate to some 

person or persons who possess the necessary trtita and abilities the 

job of inculcating into the young those habits, skills, and attitudes 

which society considers vital to the preservation and perpetuation of 

its particular way of life. The members of this group which is en

trusted with the job of such inculcation are known as teachers. It is 

the author* s purpose in this section to set forth those facts which 

will draw a relatively clear picture of the teachers who instruct the 

Negro youth of the state. It is the author’s conviction that teachers 

of Negro young people in Arizona face a terrific task— a task a little 

different.from that faced by other teachers in the state. It is the 

Negro teacher’s job so to prepare those whom he has in charge that 

they will be able to find happiness and a useful life in a. hostile and 

highly competitive world. In this regard each child should be studied 

individually, and training commensurate with his abilities should be 

given. The teachers who give this training should be masters of their 

jobs; yet the fact remains that there is no way of checking accurately 

whether or not a person is a good teacher, or whether or not a teacher’s 

effectiveness has increased or decreased with added experience and 

training. The teachers of Negro youth must be well trained and well
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educated, for In many cases they must work alone and entirely without 

direct supervision, as most schools provided for the Negro group bold 

the unique position of being rural schools In city districts. Knowledge 

of existing conditions points out the path of progress. The following 

pages set forth what knowledge could be secured concerning the teachers 

of Negro children in Arizona during the school year 1959-40.

Race: With only one exception the teachers in segregated schools 

in this state are themselves Negroes. That exception is a woman of 

the Caucasian race who teaches a five-grade accommodation school in 

the eastern part of the state. Since this study is a survey of the 

educational opportunities being offered to Negro children in Arizona 

this teacher will be included with the others in the following report.

Sex: Sixteen of the teachers of Negro children are men, fifty-two 

women. Of this total of sixty-eight, reports on preparation, experience, 

and salary were received from forty-nine— twelve men and thirty-seven 

women. The material on the remaining nineteen was secured from the 

offices of county school superintendents, who were very co-operative.
Marital status: Of the thirty-seven women who answered the 

questionnaire eleven were married and seventeen single while nine de

clined to state their marital status. Six of the twelve men who an

swered were married, an equal number single. The marital status of all 

the teachers in Negro schools is shown in the following table.

Preparation: Considering the wide areas fzam which Arizona draws 

her citizens it is not surprising to find that the names of the schools 

attended by these teachers following their graduation from high school
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TABLE VI

MARITAL STATUS OF TEACHERS IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

Sex Married Single
Male 10 6
Female 16 56

Total 26 42

present a panorama of schools from East to West, from North to South. 

Thirty-nine of the sixty-eight teachers have attended Arizona institu

tions , twenty-seven going to the Arizona State Teacher's College at 

Tempe, nine to the University of Arizona at Tucson, and three to the 

Arizona State Teachers College at Flagstaff. The complete list of 

schools attended after high school is inserted here, not because it 

reveals anything about the educational preparation of the teachers but 

because it is interesting to note the many different sizes and kinds of 

schools, in various localities, which have been attended by Arizona 
teachers of Negro children.

Thirteen of the teachers mentioned summer-school attendance.. As 

this was not asked for specifically, this number cannot be assumed to 

be the total number who have attended summer schools. Of the thirteen, 

nine had remained in Arizona for summer school attendance— four finding 

the University of Arizona best suited to their needs, three attending 

A.S.T.C. at Tempe and two going north to attend A.S.T.C. at Flagstaff.

Information regarding the degrees held was obtained for sixty-six 

teachers or 37% of the total number. The lack of information regarding
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the remaining two is due to their failure to return questionnaires and 

the author’s inability to secure this material from their county 

superintendent. Eight teachers bold the normal-school degree only. 

Forty-one teachers possess Bachelor of Arts degrees and six have been 

recipients of the degree of Bachelor of Science*. Three of these forty- 
seven persons hold Master of Arts degrees while two others in the state
have completed all academic requirements for this degree. At least

; ' ' ■ • •

twelve teachers hold no degrees at all, according to the records on 

file in the offices of their county school superintendents. One 

teacher is a registered pharmacist, and another holds a degree from a 

theological school. Both of these men are possessors also of the 

Bachelor of Arts degree. .

So few teachers replied to the question regarding the year in 

which they obtained degrees that this question must be ignored. It was 

the hope of the author that this information would indicate to some 

extent the number of Negro teachers who were possessors of Bachelor’s 

degrees before the advent in 1956 of the law requiring all teachers in 

the state to have such degrees by the year 1946.

Certification: The elementary certificate is the one held by the

largest number of teachers although a surprising number hold the 

secondary certificate. That seventeen should possess the secondary 

certificate and seven both elementary and secondary certificates is 

worthy of mention in view of the fact that in 1959-40 there was only 

one Negro high school in the state and two schools which were combination 

grade and high schools. Apparently these teachers believe in the Boy
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TABLE VII

SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY TEACHERS. AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

Name of School 11 n V) a v*
L°rati™  Attending

1. Arizona State Tdachers College Tempo, Arizona 27
2. University of Arizona Tucson, Arizona 9
3. Phoenix Jxinior College Phoenix, Arizona 7
4, Arizona State Teachers College Flagstaff, Arizona 5
5. Howard University Washington, D. C. 5
6. Kansas State Teachers College Emporia, Kansas 3
7. Praii*ie View College Prairie View, Texas 2
8, University of Southern California Los Angelas, California 2
9. Tuskegee Institute Tuskegee, Alabama 2
10. Wiley College Marshall, Texas 2
11. University of Chicago Chicago, Illinois 2
12. University of California. Los Angeles, California 2
15. Spelman College . Atlanta, Georgia 2
14. Prescott Business College 1
15. Western University Kansas City, Kansas 1
16. Kansas City University Kansas City, Kansas 1
17. Sumner Junior College Kansas City, Kansas 1
18. University of Kansas Lawrence, Kansas 1
19. Lane College Jackson, Tennessee 1
20. Gammon Theological Seminary Atlanta, Georgia 1
21. Indiana State Normal 1
22. University of Nebraska Lincoln, Nebraska 1
25. Iowa State College Ames, Iowa 1
24, Balto Teachers College 1
25, Hiawatha Academy 1
26. San Francisco State College San Francisco, Calif . 1
27. Sam Houston College Austin, Texas 1
28. Wilberforce University Wilberforce, Ohio 1
29, Fisk University Nashville, Tennessee 1

Scout slogan, "Be Prepared". It is natural that they should wish to be 

ready for a high-school teaching position should be made available, be

cause such work is, in general, less ^tenuous and better paid than ele

mentary teaching. This table indicates the distribution of certificates 
among sixty of the Negro teachers in the state.
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TABLE VIII

CERTIFICATES HELD BY TEACHERS IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

Certificate Humber of 
Teachers

Percent of 
Total

Elementary 25 41.67
Secondary 17 28.55
Elementary and Secondary 7 11.67

i First grade 2 5.5
Administrative 2 5.5
Home Economics 1 1.67
Music ■ 1 1.67
Life (Arizona) 1 1.67
Life (Texas) 1 1.67
Elementary and Music ■ 1 1.67 .
Secondary and Administrative 1 1.67
Secondary, Music, Home Economics 1 1.67

' - .Experience: From county records as well as questionnaires the 

writer was able to obtain^ the total teaching experience of sixty-six 
teachers. . The lengths of time these teachers had been actively engaged 

in their profession ranged from two months to forty years. The median 

number of years of experience is seven and one-half. This means'that 

half of the sixty-six teachers have had more than seven and one-half 

years of teaching experience and half fewer. (See Figure 2.)

From the answers given by twenty-nine teachers on their returned 

questionnaires it was possible to tabulate data on this 42.7% of the 

total group regarding the type of teaching experience they had received. 

Of course, as this survey included only those persons teaching in grade 

school at present, all twenty-nine had bad some grade school experience 

as indicated in the following graph. Six teachers had taught in high 

schools for periods ranging from one to twelve years and two had col

lege teaching experience, one having taught two years, the other five.



Miscellaneous types of experience included nursery school, adult edu

cation, and home deomonstration work— each having been engaged in by 

one oerson now teaching in a Negro elementary school in this state.

Number of oersons

L5-

Years

Figure 2. Total Years of Teaching Experience
Number of oersons

10-14

Figure■5. Grade School Teaching Experience
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From the data given by the thirty-one teachers who answered the 

question regarding their years of experience in Arizona we find that 

twenty years is the longest time any of the thirty-one teachers has 

taught in this state. The length of time taught in the state decreases 

from this maximum* to a minimum of two months. It was impossible to 

obtain more complete returns on this question, as many of those who 

returned questionnaires left the space blank and this material was 

separated from the total years of teaching experience in the report of 

only one county superintendent.
Grade Teaching Load? The number of grades taught by each teacher 

ranges from one grade per teacher in the urban schools to eight grades 

in the smaller towns and rural areas. The distribution of grade load 

is so varied that it is presented in full in the hope that it may be 
of value to someone who is making a study of this particular aspect 

of the problem of grade school education in Arizona. There are fifteen 

one-teacher schools in the state, fourteen carrying the students through 

grade eight, one having only five grades. T*o of the eight teachers who 

are designated principals do not teach a grade but both teach at least 

one subject. The other six teach one or more grades in addition to 

their administrative duties. Twenty-eight of the total of sixty-eight 

teachers are responsible for one grade only. Two teachers teach only 

one subject— one physical education, the other home economics— to the 

higher grades in an urban school. Simple subtraction, then, indicates 

that thirty-eight or about 56$ of the teachers in Negro schools teach 

all subjects in two or more grades. This situation makes useless any
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effort to correlate major and minor college subjects with present 

teaching duties. Of the sixty-eight teachers in the state only the 

two specialists mentioned above are teaching exclusively the subjects 

in which they took the major portion of their college credits. After 

excepting the two principals who teach only one subject we find that 

sixty-four teachers and principals are teaching all subjects in from 

one to eight grades.

TABLE IX
GRADES TAUGHT BY INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS

Grades Number of Teachers
Pre-primary and first 1

1 6
'

1-5 1
• 1—4 5"'

1-5 2
' ' 1-7 : • i

1—8 16
■ 2 ' - - S'-

2-5 1
5

5-4 1
5-5 1 -
4 4
4-5 " .. 1 - r
4-8 1

■ : 5 5 '• :
5-8 2
6 ■' 4
6-7 1
6-8 1
6-12 17 '4 "
7-8 1

- "■ 8 • : 2
8-9 1
Principals • ■ 2
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Teacher-Pupil Ratiot The -average number of pupils being taught 

by each teacher varies from twelve being taught by a teacher in a one- 
room school to forty-six under the supervtaion of one person in an 

urban school which has nine teachers and a teaching principal. The - 

majority of the schools which have a low pupil-teacher ratio are one- 

room schools in which the number of pupils indicates the amount of work 

being done less than does the number of grades represented in the school.
Numbers 9 and 15 in Table X have low pupil-teacher ratios but these:
same teachers teach high-school students as well as the number of grade- 

school pupils listed. The mean number of pupils being taught by Negro 

teachers in Arizona is 25.

Administrative Duties: Each teacher was asked what percentage of
his time was spent upon administrative duties. Only a small number 

answered this question. It is logical to assume that all of the 

teachers in one-room schools spend at least a portion of their working 

time in the performance of administrative duties, while the teachers 

in larger, principal-administered schools are free to devote nearly 

all of their time to elasswork. The following graph shows the replies 
received from the questionnaires. Four persons replied that allgof 

their time was spent upon administrative duties. Obviously, as there
t ' -

are no non-teaching principals in the state, this is incorrect. _ Whether 

these answers are due to misunderstanding of the question or to haste 

in answering or perhaps to a combination of the two is not known. With 

this explanatory note these replies are being. included for.the sake of 

accuracy in reporting the returns of this survey.
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TABLE X

PUPIL-TEACHER RATIOS

School Number of 
Punils

Number of 
Teachers#

-------------------- 1"
Pupil-Teacher 

... Ratio______
1 462 10 46

. .2 459 15 ... S3
5 295 10 55
4':'. 145 . 5 29
5 133 3 44
6 . 67 2 34 ■
7 66 2 55
8 : 45 2 • 23 - .
9 40 3 15

10 . . . - - 58 - ■ . . : 1 ..... 38 -
11 30 1 30

- 12 - . 50 , . . ... ... 1L ̂ - .... . 50
13 - ' - 29 ' '.... 2 15
14 ..... 20 ..... 1 . - . , ' ... ■ 28 •
15 . .. 25 " 1 25
.18 - ... • : . . 25. .. , : - . -: :■ 1 ■ . : ■■ -26. :.t.17 . ... gg ■ -  ' - 1 25
18 ' -t ■ 24. , ... • ...1 . . ..' . . -.24...
19 ■ - ■' 22 " " -1 22
.20 ... : ’... -19. : ..... ... . 1 . 19
21 18 1 18
22 . . 18 . . 1 18ff 14 1 14
24 15 1 • ■ 15. ...
25 12 1 12

(a)-Including principals

Number of perstms

Percentages
Figure 4. Time Spent Upon Administrative Duties
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Salaries: The question about salaries was the one which caused

many urban teachers to refuse to answer any of the questionnaire.

Why?;' this should be so is difficult to understand as this information 

is readily obtained from the office of the County Superintendent of 

Schools by any citizen of the state who has a legitimate reason for 

securing, this material. It was this method which was resorted to by 

the author in order to secure salary data from the two counties con

taining the largest schools in the state. As only present salaries 

are given and the writer wished to note increases or decreases from 

beginning salaries the minimum salary paid in each of the counties, 

hereinafter designated as County Number One and County Number Two, 

was secured from the Arizona School Salary Survey for 1939-40. This 

bulletin is issued by the research division of the state Department 
of Education. This minimum salary is assumed to be the beginning sal

ary of those teachers who did not reply to the question. This pro

cedure is justifiable because the salaries paid in these two counties 

are higher than those paid the teachers in other counties. Therefore, 

even though the teachers began teaching in some school system other 

than the one in which they are now employed, a comparison of minimum 

salaries in Counties One and Two with the present salaries will give 

an indication of whether or not these teachers have increased their 

earnings since they began teaching. The only exceptions to this are 

the two teachers, one in each county, who are at present receiving 

the minimum salaries paid in these counties. If these W o  teachers 

began teaching in their present positions there has been no change in
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in their salaries. If, however, they began in smaller schools there 
is every possibility that they received salary increases when they 

entered the larger systems.

TABLE XI 

SALARIES

No. Begin
ning

Present Years of
Experience

No. Begin
ning Present Tears of 

Experience
1 $ 400 2 54 |1080 $1448 12
2- 11260 720 8 55 1254 1472 16
5 1080 896.40® 4 56 1161 1476® 5
4 810 - 900 5 57 1161 14851® 6
5 900 900 1/6 58 1161 1559® 10
6 810 945 10 59 1125 1560 19§
7 900 990 1/5 40 1270 1575 4
8 675 990 20 41 1161 1584® 7
9 1540 • 1080 4 42 1550 1600 18

10 1260 1125 5" 45 1161 ::1602® 8
11 1161 1161® 1/5 44 1250 1650 6
12 1080 1162.08 12 45 1161 less1 28
IS 900 1170 5 46 1170 1665 11
14 540 1175 7 47 1161 3665® 27
15 1100 1200 2 48 1161 1665® 20
16 540 1215 49 1161 1665® 22
17 1550 1215 20 50 1161 1665® 25
18 1161 1215® 7 51 1248 1680* 15
19 1161 1224® 2 52 1161 1710® 12
20 1161 1224® 2 55 1161 1728® 12
21 900 1250 5 54 1017 1728 14
22 1248 1248* 1 55 1161 1728® 9
25 1260 1260 12 56 1161 1728® 22
24 1248 1296* 2 57 1161 1755® 29
25 1248 1296* 5 58 1248 1776* 27
26 1299.84 - 59 1161 1784®
27 1161 1500® 1 60 1161 1798® 17
28 1550 1550 2 61 1520 1800 15
29 1248 1544* 7 62 1161 1910®
50 1261 1550 5 65 1161 2094® 51
51 1161 1550® 5 64 1161 2100® 15
52 1161 1550® 5 65 1161 2100® 40
53 1248 1440* 1
Notes Figures marked a or b were obtained from the county superin

tendents.
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Summarized, the above data Indicate that five teachers, 8% of 

those for whom this material was avsllatiLe, are receiving smaller 

amounts of money now than when they began teaching* For three 

teachers there is no difference between beginning salary and present 

salary. In case number 5 this is explainable because 1959-40 was 

his first teaching year. Numbers 25 and 28 however have had twelve 

and two previous years of experience, respectively. Ho information 

was available regarding the beginning salaries of two teachers. For 

fifty-four teachers, more than 87$ of the total, the passage of the 

years has brought about an increase In salary, slight in many instances 

but perceptible nonetheless.

On the following pages the information regarding salaries is 

presented in slightly different form. The salaries are arranged in 

order of total number of years teaching experience of the teachers. 

From this table it is seen that there is no consistent relationship 

between years of experience and salary. Another interesting fact 

which appears from study of this table is that all of those who are 

newest to the profession— i.e., those teachers with six years of 

experience or fewer— have Bachelor’s degrees.

The information regarding the number of months of the year during 

which teachers are paid indicates that most school districts pay 

during the nine or nine and one-half months school actually is in 

session. Forty-three teachers, 67.2$ of the sixty-four for whom this 

material was available, are paid during nine months of the year.

Three receive salaries for nine and ore-half months, one for ten
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TABLE XII
PRESENT SALARY, YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, AND DEGREE

No. Salary Years of 
Experience

Degree No. Salary Years of
Experience Degree

1 $2100 ' 40 B.A. 55 $1910 7& B.A.-M.A,
2 2094.96 51 54 1175 7
5 1560 29& B.A. 55 1215 7
4 1756. 29 56 1544 7 B.A.5 1655 28 57 1684 7 B.A.6 1776 27 58 1486 6 B,A.
7 1665 27 B.A.-M.A. 59 1650 6 B.A.
8 1665 25 40 1125 5 B.A.
9 1665 22 41 1170 5 B.A.
10 1728 22 B.A. 42 1250 5 B.A.11 1215 20 B.A.-None. 45 1550 5 B.A.12 1665 20 44 1476 5 B.A.15 990 20 Normal 45 896.40 4 B.A.14 1600 .18 Normal 46 1080 4 B.A.15 1798 17 B.A. 47 1575 4 B.A.16 1472 16 Normal 48 900 5 B.A.17 1728 14 49 1296 5 B.A.18 1680 15 SO 1550 5 B.A.19 1800 15 B.A.-Norm. 51 1550 5 B.A.20 2100 15 B.S. 52 400 2 B.A.21 1728 12 B.S. 55 1200 2 B.A.22 1162.08 12 B.S. 54 1224 2 B.A.25 1260 12 Normal 55 1224 2 B.A.24 1448 12 B.A. 56 1296 2 B.A.25 1710 12 57 1550 2 B.A.-Phann.26 1655 11 58 1248 1 B.A.27 1559 10 59 1500 1 B.A.28 945 10 60 1460 1 B.S.29 1728 9 B.S. 61 990 * B.A.50 1784 ai B.S. 62 1161 1 B.A.51 1602 8 B.A. 65 900 1/6 B.A.52 720 8 B.A.-Norm.

months, and fourteen are paid during each of the twelve months of the 

year. In at least two school districts the matter of salary distribu
tion is left with the teachers. They are paid an annual sum which may 

be divided into nine or twelve payments as they prefer.
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The preceding information summarizes what it was possible to learn 

about the teachers of Segro children in Arizona* We see that the 

majority of them are unmarried females; more than 71% hold the degree 

of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science; half of them have been 

teaching fewer than eight years; more than half teach all subjects 

in two or more grades; the mean pupil—teacher ratio is 25; and there 

is no abrious relationship between salary and years of experience or 

between salary and degree held.
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EXPENDITURES FOR NEGRO SCHOOLS

Arizona schools'are supported by a combination of state, county, 

and school district funds. Article 10, #1088, of the school laws of 

Arizona states that each year a sum of money not less than twenty-five 

dollars shall be appropriated for each pupil in average daily atten

dance in all public schools in the state. Section 8, Article XI, of 

the state- constitution provides for the establishment of a permanent 

school fund, the income from which shall be apportioned annually to 

the various counties of the state in proportion to the number of pupils 

of school age residing therein. Article 10, #1989, provides that after
making the necessary allowance for the payments of all amounts made

' : ' ' '' .. . / - ....payable from the appropriation for the state board, the board shall

apportion the remainder to the several counties of the state, prorating

the same on the average daily attendance in the common and high schools

in each county. . -

Aside from these state contributed funds the county pays from its

real property tax from twenty-five to forty dollars per pupil based

on average daily attendance. Section 1090, Revised Code of 1928, as

amended, provides that each year,

*a. . . .the trustees of common school districts 
and the boards of education of high schools shall file 
with the county school superintendents an itemized 
estimate of the amount of money needed for defraying the 
expenses of the schools within their respective districts
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for the ensuing year. . . . The county superintendent 
shall on or before the first day of August of each year 
furnish the board of supervisors an estimate in writing 
of the amount of school funds needed for the ensuing
year. . . .  .

b. The county superintendent shall multiply the sum 
representing the average daily attendance of the common 
and high schools of the county, other than one-room and 
two-room rural schools, for the previous year, by such 
sum as will produce the amount of funds estimated by him 
to be needed for the ensuing year, less the amount to be 
received from the state school fund, the forest reserve 
and other sources; provided, that in no event shall such 
sum be less than twenty-five dollars nor more than forty 
dollars. In figuring the average daily attendance as 
herein provided only the six months of school showing the 
highest average daily attendance shall be considered. Be 
shall add to this sum a sufficient amount to enable him 
to apportion to each rural school district maintaining a 
one-room rural school for a minimum term of eight months, 
not more than twenty-five hundred dollars; . . . . .

c. The amount received by any county from the ap
portionment of the state school fund, together with the 
amounts raised by the county as herein provided, shall 
constitute the aggregate sum of money to be raised by 
state and county tax for the support of the common and 
high schools for that year. The aggregate sum, except 
the county school reserve fund, shall constitute the 
county school fund." -

Thus it may be seen from the information secured from sections 

1088 through 1090 that the state and county provide for the support 

of children attending common or high schools of the state, but In the 

event the county school superintendent determines that his estimate 

does not produce enough money to defray the expenses of any school 

district ha may estimate the amount needed and a school district tax 

shall be levied to provide these additional funds, as provided for in 
Section 1091, page 97 of the School Laws of Arizona.

The provision of equal educational opportunities for every pupil
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regardless of race, creed, or economic status is the pledge of every 

group having direct control over the educational facilities of the 

state. Those in charge of these affairs here in Arizona have taken 

care that the schools provided for Negroes are, with few exceptions, 

kept in a state of good repair; that books and other materials of 

instruction are provided; and that well-trained teachers are supplied 

to guide and instruct the pupils. This situation has been developed 

only by the application of the principle that money secured for 

educational purposes should be distributed equally wherever children 

may reside. The progress of Arizona as a state depends upon an en

lightened citizenry of all races and such a citizenry can easily fail 
to be produced should any group be neglected financially. Regardless 

of the cost, every effort should be made to preserve and to increase 

the financial support of Negro schools.

The following material has been secured from state records for 

the year 1957-1958. No attempt will be made to show costs of educa

tion for the year 1959-40 because up to the time of this writing 

records for this year were not completed. The procedure used to se- 

cure data on per capita cost for Negro children compared with that 

for whites was to take the total expenditures for each district which 

contained a Negro school or schools and subtract the amount expended 

for Negro schools from this sum. The total average daily attendance 

for Negro children was subtracted from the total for whites and the 

resulting figure, which represents the figure for whites alone, was 

divided into the total expenditure for whites alone. This gave the
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per capita cost;for whites alone. Then the total average daily 

attendance for. Hegroes in each district was. divided into the total 

expenditure forNegro education for that district, the resulting 

figure showing the per capita cost for Negro education for that dis

trict. Applying this procedure for twenty school districts in the 

ten counties having Negro schools made possible the following table.

TABLE XIII
‘ ■ i. i; .
COMPARATIVE PER CAPITA COSTS FOR WHITE AND NEGRO CHILDREN 

IN THE SAMI DISTRICT . ,. ; . ., . -

'' """ ' District Number ' : • Per Capita' Costs ' •' •- ■'
• •„ " ■ ■ . . ' ■# 78.05 .... ■: . -X-' •IM6.04

.%: ■ iv. .?;• , . .t > ... .•■ . • 65.15 $4= -88*18.,.,/
5 80.52 " 46.00

■■ .■ 4 1: : •. . .• ;= 75.4® • §2.00
5 91.72 121.00

:v.r ̂ : ■ ® % - 66.41 95,657 75.72 85.46
V1 . ® ,: : * . ' ■ ' 77.21 48.45 ■ ..... ...

9 56.06 56.80
. ■ Xv. ; :* ' :: 64.12 • - 48.59

11 65.59 90.88
74.59 ., 65.67

13 66.92 97.41
........ 14 _ , . 59.77 51.60

15 78.06 66.55
.. . XE. .... .. ■-1 . - ■ 71.76 78.57

17 63.95 68.57
. .. .18 ... 159.17 94.29' 2.9 " " "' - ' -■ 75.16 46.56.

• :: =: : ; . . 292.62° .
a - No white school in district
b - For grade and high-school

The figures presented in Table XIII may not represent a true
picture of the situation but the figures were obtained from the only

' (>
official records of school expenditures. When interviewed the super-
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Intendente of schools In districts 4 and 6 stated that the total ex

penditures for Negro schools as given were for salaries only and did 

not include other expenses such as operating expenses, repairs, labor 

bills, and supplies for instruction which were not provided by the 

state. These figures in Table XIII are presented, however, because 

they represent the only information that could be sectored. Apparently 

their accuracy depends entirely upon the accuracy of the local super

intendent of schools.

According to the Fourteenth Biennial Report of the State Super

intendent of Public Instruction in Arizona, a total of $2,692,958.19 

was spent for the maintenance of white and mixed schools in 1957-58, 

while the sum of $88,769.28 was spent to support Negro schools in the 
state. During that year Negro children in these separate schools 

constituted 2.42$ of the total elementary school population for the 

state. The percentage of the total amount spent for elementary edu

cation which was spent for Negro schools in 1957-58 was 1.5. The 

accuracy of the percentage spent for the support of Negro pupils In 

segregated schools may also be open to question as it was derived 

from the same source as those figures in Table XIII.

It is to be regretted that total school expenditures and the com

parative cost for Negro and white education for the year 1959-40 could 

not be secured. In September, 1940, when the writing of this work 

was undertaken there was no information available on costs or expendi

tures for any year later than 1957-58. Thus this chapter has, of 

necessity been based upon expenses for that year. There is no reason
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to suppose, however, that there has been any significant change in 

the proportion of expenditures mince that year.



CHAPTER V

PUPILS

The most Important unit of any educational system is the pupilj 

yet too often more emphasis is placed upon teachers* salaries, build

ings and school plants than upon the welfare of the pupils. The ideal

to be attained should, be not one of merely fitting the pupils into 

the schools provided for them but of building the schools and the sys- 

tern around the pupil. As was mentioned before, Negro pupils are faced 

with different problems from those of the children of other races.

Since this is true, steps should be taken to determine what sort of;■ ■ :.> ! :
training should be given the Negro child to develop his capabilities 

in the best possible manner. This, however, cannot be done without 

knowing what conditions exist at present. For this reason a survey 
was made of the pupils now attending Negro schools. This survey in

cluded the number enrolled in each school in the state, overageness 

and its causes, source of the pupils, occupations of the parents, and 

the occupational trends of those pupils who did not continue their

education beyond elementary or eighth-grade level. By presenting
-' : X X/  ."'W '.v ' " : \ ' v
this material it is the hope of the author that it will be of some

value in determining what type of education is most suitable for 

Negro children in Arizona.

Enrollment In 1959t Knowledge of the number of pupils enrolled 

in the Negro schools of this state is important as a starting place
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for the study of other, phases of this problem. Questionnaire returns 
indicated that dyrlnfkthe school, y#»r. 195%-#., t^wre were 2Q®Q pupils 
enrolled in the Negro elementary schools. Table XIV shows how this 

enrollment was divided among the twenty-five Negro schools.

: . / . TABLE XIV -

m m s  is -1959-40

School' Number of Pupils School Number of Pupils
A 462 n : 28
B 459 25
C 295 25

•: D 145 e 25
E 155 R 24F 67 S : 22G 66 : T : i9 ;
H 45 a 18
I 40 i V 18* -* ■' -i- * i - - «- —  g ... .......  14K 50 X 15L
M • '■ 50

29
X

— r--— r-— ...----------- —

Only since 1955 have records M e n  filed in % W  of fid* of the 

State Director of Research in Phoenix. Enrollment figures for the 

school year 1955-54 were available for eleven Negro schools, ft is 

inaccurate to say that there were in 1955 only eleven schools because 

ih some cases Negro institutions were considered divisions of Other 

schools and were not recorded as separate units until later. In an 

effort to determine the trend of the enrollments in Negro schools, 

the increases and decreases in enrollment in these eleven schools

between the years 1955 and 1959 were computed. They are presented 
in Table XV, which shows that in five cases there was an increase
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and In six cases a d< In no -
crease exceed the highest percentage of

Ci; .

TABLE X?
•. " v 1--- . -3 -33 f : 33.
ENROLLMENT CHANGES BETWEEN 1955 AND 1959

School Increase
Number Percent Number Percent

A 26 22.22
B 5 6.98
C 10 ‘ 66.67
D

ii - : \
5 F'GS

F 116 .. . 64.24 / • * •
G 8 26.67H ; 6 19.56
I V.. ., 12 21.05
J 40 51.28
K 5 25.00

- -3
Total enrollments for all the Negro elementary schools were 

available for the years 1956-57, 1957-58, 1958-59, and 1959-40. These 

figures show an increase of 25.52% (488 pupils) from the beginning of 

1956-57 to 1959^40. Broken into its component parts the increase in 

total enrollment was 5.64% from 1956-57 to 1957-58# 9.49% from 1957-58
to 1958-59} and 12.88% from 1958-59 to 1959-40. These percentages, 

when considered with those in Table XV, indicate definitely that the 

enrollment of Negro elementary schools is increasing steadily. So 

long as Arizona attracts large numbers of newcomers each year this ' 

increase may be expected to continue.

Birthplace of Pupilst Negro Immigrants into the state come from 

many neighboring states and Mexico. Few teachers sent the birthplaces
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of their pupils but enrollment cards of several' schools were consulted 

to bring to 1150 the number of students for whom such information was 
secured. This is 55.29% of the total number of pupils in the Negro 
grade schools in 1989-40. Table XVI shows the source of this major 

portion of the Negro pupils.

TABLE XVI

BIBTffUCIS OF PUPILS

Place of Birth_____ Number of Pupils Percent of Total
Arizona ' 484 42.1
Oklahoma . . .....  297 . 25.8
Texas : 174 "" ~ 15.1

:  ::Sisc - i i.o
Mexico . .... 6.......... less the# 1.0 .
Elsewhsre '86 7.1

Overageness: Am effort was made to obtain the number of overage 

pupils in each school as well as the cause for this overageness 

because it was the author's desire to.present as many such facts as 
possible. Like several other phases of this problem, overageneas and 

its.causes is one which might well be made the theme of a complete 

study. The feeling of inferiority engendered by being older than 

their classmates has long been recognized as one of the main reasons 

for pupils’.dropping out of school even before completing the eighth 
grade.. A study of the basic causes of overageness and their relative 

importance might indicate the manner in which teachers could reduce
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some of these preventable pupil losses. However, as was the case with 

most of the questions regarding pupils, returns under this heading 

were meager. Few of the teachers answered It ami of those who did a 

negligible proportion gave numbers. Most of them merely checked 

some of the causes as being applicable to the students in their class

rooms. From these returns on sixteen questionnaires failure In early 

grades would seem to be the most Important cause of overageness In 

upper grades. Mobility of family ranks second. Indeed family 

mobility probably is an Important factor in the production of failure 

in early grades. The reason listed as of third importance is irregu

lar attendance due to illness. Inadequate clothing causes enough 

absences to justify its bolding fourth place in the survey. In a 

state in which the law provides for county relief to aid attendance 

as set forth in Article 1057 of School Laws of Arizona this should 

seldom be a cause for a child’s being absent from school for any length 

of time. Failure in present grade, mentioned by six teachers, received 

fifth place. Illness in the family, truancy, working, lack of money—  

which probably indicates inadequate clothing— and inability to speak 

English were each listed by one or two teachers as a cause of overage

ness.

In addition to the causes of overageness it was considered de

sirable to learn the percentages of overageness in Negro schools.
From the returns it was possible to secure complete data on the age- 

grade placement, of pupils in four schools, including one school in 

each of the two largest cities in the state. From this material
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underage, overage, and normal age tables for the 800 pupils in these 

four schools were made# These pupils constitute 58,46$ of the total 

number enrolled in Segro schools in the state. For the construction 

of Tables XVII, XVIII, and X U  overageness and underageness were cal

culated on a strict basis, using six years as the proper age for 

first-graders and proceeding to classify as overage or underage those 

pupils in each grade who were older or younger than they would have 

been had they entered school at six years and advanced one grade each 

year. The first column in each table shows typical percentages as 
formulated by Fred Bnglehardt in Public School Organization.^ The 

four schools vary greatly in size, school number one having 469 pupils; 

school two, 295j school three, 29, and school four, 14. With these 

notes of explanation the following tables are presented.

TABLE XVII 

OVERAGE PERCENTAGES

Grades Typical
School

School A School B School C School D

First 9 29.5 75.8 50.0 25.0
Second 9 68.9 76.9 50.0 100.0
Third 14 80.4 74.5 66.7 0.0
Fourth 15 78.9 54.5 0.0 0.0
Fifth 21 75.5 82.5 100.0 0.0
Sixth 16 78.7 78.0 no pupils 100.0
Seventh 25 69.4 66.7 no pupils 50.0
Eighth 27 no pupils 82.1 no pupils 0.0

1. Englehardt, Fred. Public School Organization, page 551.(1951)
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TABLE XVIII 

UNDERAGE PERCENTAGES

Grades Typical
School School A School B School C School D

First 16 25.8 0.0 50.0 25.0
Second 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Third 14 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Fourth 11 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Fifth 15 5.7 5.5 0.0 100.0
Sixth 19 2.1 2.0 no pupils 0.0
Seventh 17 10.2 4.2 no pupils 50.0
Eighth 12 no pupils 5.8 no pupils 0.0

TABLE XIX

NORMAL AGE PERCENTAGES

Grades Typical
School School A School B School C School D

First 75 44.9 26.2 40.0 50.0
Second 76 31.1 25.1 50.0 • 0.0
Third 72 17.7 25.7 55.5 100.0
Fourth 76 16.7 45.5 100.0 100.0
Fifth 66 22.8 12.2 0.0 0.0
Sixth 65 19.2 20.0 no pupils 0.0
Seventh 58 20.4 29.1 no pupils 0.0
Eighth 61 no pupils 14.5 no pupils 100.0

The foregoing tables indicate that the percentage of bveragenese 
is abnormally high in all grades in these four schools which vary 

sufficiently in size to be considered typical of Negro schools in 

Arizona. Teachers indicated that the primary reason for overageness 

was failure in early grades. This, in turn, is dependent to a large 

extent upon the economic condition of the Negro. The lack of clothes 

and food, the illness, and the truancy— all are directly traceable to
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the fact that there is not enough money to provide adequately for a 

steady progression through the grades. • More opportunities for gain

ful employment and a higher standard of living would do much to remedy 

overageness among Negro pupils.

Parents* Occupations: Difficulty was experienced in securing

data regarding the occupations of the fathers of the Negro pupils in 

the state. Very few questionnaires contained this information but by 

making trips to some schools and consulting the enrollment cards data 

were obtained for 1155 pupils, 55.45% of the Negro pupils in the state. 

The occupations of these fathers have been tabulated and classified 

in Table XX.

According to the reports given, one-thirtieth, or about 5% as 

many mothers were employed as fathers. In view of the large number of 

fathers who are unskilled laborers it is probably that these figures 

do not represent the true number of working mothers but only those 

who are the family's chief source of support. Teachers' reports 

showed that in five schools no mothers were the sole support of their 

families. In other instances the percentage of mothers upon whom fell 

the entire burden of support varied from 7% to 50% with an average of 
15.29%.

Occupational Trends of Pupils; At the eutset it may be stated that 

this subject was included in this survey in order to determine to some 

extent what percentage of Negro children continue their education be- 

yound the eighth grade and also to list those occupations entered into 

by those whose education was terminated with the completion of the
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TABLE XX
FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS

Class Occupation Number Percent.of Total
PROFESSIONAL

SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

SKILLED WORKERS

UNSKILLED WORKERS

MISCELLANEOUS

15
Minister 6
Teacher 5
Principal 1
Physician 1

159
Soldier 145
Retired soldier 10
Business owner 4

55
Farmer 57
Miner 7
Painter 5
Gardener 1
Machinist 1
Plasterer 1
Contractor 1
Carpenter 1
Plumber 1

910
Laborer 851
Farm Laborer 20
Porter 15
Janitor 15
Cook 10
Truck driver 6
Cotton picker 5
Waiter 5
Houseman 2
Mill worker 2
Teamster 2
Watchman 1

16
Unnamed work 14
Relief 2

1.15

15.79

4.77

78.92

1.59

TOTAL 1155 100.0
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eighth grade. According to the Fifteenth Biennial Report of the 

Superintendent of Public Instruction, in 1959-40 Negro pupils comprised 
5.4% of the total number of pupils in Arizona elementary schools while 

they constituted only 1.8% of the number of pupils in high school.

This would indicate that only about one-half of the grade school 

pupils continue into high school. The other half go to work. It was 

stated in the answers to the question regarding occupations (Topic H 

on the questionnaire) that those pupils who do not continue in school 

tend to enter the same occupations in which their parents are engaged. 

Pupils who live in a cotton-picking community pick cotton on leaving 

school. This is true, regardless of the type of work that is pre

dominant in the community. The children of migratory workers, it was 

found, very seldom enter high school as every hand in those families 

is needed to harvest the crop as it ripens.

The fact that most of those who drop out after the eighth grade 

enter the field of unskilled labor would suggest that vocational train

ing is needed before the eighth grade is reached. As shown in Table 

XX, the occupations of the fathers of a large percentage of Negro 

pupils are of the unskilled group. Emphasis needs to be placed on 

courses in shop work, industrial arts, metal trades, plumbing, agri

culture, and electrical work for boys; while for girls all phases of 

home economics should be taught, including household management, cooking, 
sewing, child care, and laundering.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions

the purpose of this study has been to survey these elements of 

Negro education" in Arizona?
1. Schools: number, proportion, location, enrollment and 

finance.
2. Teachers: preparation, experience, salaries.

5. Pupils: source, age-grade placement, parents' occupations,
occupational trends after leaving school.

The writer has followed the steps outlined in the introduction in 

obtaining information. This investigation concerning Negro schools 

has yielded many pertinent facts. There are twenty-five schools 

provided for Negro pupils in compliance with the law as stated in 

section 1011 of the Revised Statutes of Arizona of 1928. This law 

segregates pupils of the African race from pupils of the Caucasion 

race in schools other than high schools. With but one exception these 

twenty-five schools are located in the central and southern part of 

the state in ten of the fourteen counties of Arizona. Those counties 

containing no separate schools for Negrces are Greenlee, Mohave, Navaho 
and Yavapai.

Schools provided for Negro pupils range from one to eighteen 

rooms in size. Ten of the twenty-five schools are one—room schools, 

five are two-room schools, two have three rooms, two consist of four
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rooms each, one school contains ten rooms, one twelve, and one eighteen. 

These school buildings are constructed chiefly of wood, yet brick, 
adobe, stucco, and concrete blocks are used to some extent. The major

ity of the schools are heated by means of a stove, using fuel oil, coal, 

wood, or a combination of the latter two for fuel. In twelve schools 

there is a paid custodian. In seven schools the teacher is required 

to do the janitorial work.
Storage space is adequate. Pupils are seated comfortably. Library 

facilities were present in nine of eighteen schools answering this 

question. The playgrounds attached to Negro schools vary in size from 

less than one acre to one very large area of eleven acres. Seventeen 
of the twenty reported upon are less than three acres in else. Ten 

percent of the schools reported that there was no playground equipment 

provided while the other ninety percent had swings, baseballs and bats, 
basketballs and goals, and other equipment. . :

There are sixty-eight teachers of Negro schools in Arizona, six

teen men and fifty-two women. Twenty-six are married and forty-two 

are single. Information regarding the degree held was obtained for 

sixty-six of the sixty-eight teachers. Eight of them hold the normal 

school degree only. Forty-one teachers possess Bachelor of Arts de

grees and six have been recipients of the degree of Bachelor of Science. 

Three of these forty-seven persons bold Master of Arts degrees. At 

least twelve teachers have no degree.

Seventeen teachers hold tbs secondary certificate, seven both the 

elementary and secondary certificates, twenty-five the elementary certi
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ficate alone, and the rest hold various special certificates or com
binations thereof.

The total teaching experience of the teachers ranged from two 

months to forty years. The median number of years of experience was 

seven and one-half. This means that half of the sixty-six teachers 

for which this information was secured have had seven and one-half 

years of teaching experience or fewer.

The number of grades taught by each teacher ranged from one grade 

per teacher in the urban schools to eight grades in the smaller towns 

and rural areas. Sixty-four teachers are teaching all subjects in 

from one to eight grades. Twenty-eight of the total number of teachers 

teach one grade only. Two teachers teach only one subject— one physi

cal education, the other home economics. Thirty-eight of the teachers 

in Negro schools teach all subjects in two or more grades.

The average number of pupils being taught by each teacher varies 

from twelve to forty-six; yet the number of pupils per teacher does not 

indicate the amount work being done as much as does the number of grades 

being taught. The mean number of pupils each teacher has to teach is " 
twenty-five.

All teachers spend some time on administrative work. Those in 

principal-administered schools have to spend less time on administra

tive duties than do those in other schools. Four principals devote 

100% of their time to administrative duties.

Salaries paid Negro teachers varied from $400 to $2100 annually.

No obvious relationship was found between salary and years of experience
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or between salary and degree held.

Negro children comprise 2.42% of the total elementary school popu

lation of the state. The percentage of the total amount spent for 

elementary education was found to be 1.5%. From this it may be seen 

that if equal educational facilities are to be provided these two 

figures must be equalized.

During the school year 1939-40 there were 2080 pupils enrolled in 

the Negro elementary schools. The number of pupils in the largest 

Negro elementary school was 462, while the number in the smallest 
school was 12.

Since 1956 there has been an increase of 25.52% in the total enroll

ment in Negro schools. This indicates definitely that the enrollment 
of Negro elementary schools is increasing steadily.

Most of the children in the elementary schools of the state were 

born in Arizona but other states were the birthplaces of a considerable 

number. Chief among these are Oklahoma, Texas, and Louisiana.

In four schools which were representative of all the Negro ele

mentary schools it was found that the percentage of overageness is 

abnormally high. Teachers indicate that the primary cause for over

ageness is failure in early grades. This in turn seems to be caused 

by the low economic status of the Negro family.

In 1959-40 Negro pupils comprised 5.4% of the total number of 

pupils in Arizona elementary schools while they constituted only 1.8% 

of the number of pupils in high school. This would indicate, although 

not definitely, that about half of those who finish grade school go to
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work. These working youths tend to enter the same types of work 

which occupy their parents. The parents of most of these children 

are in the unskilled labor group and therefore in the lower income 

brackets, which the children also join.

Recommendations

From the material which the writer M s  collected, studied, and 

presented here and from the varied experiences the writer had while 

trying to gather this material the following recommendations have 
evolved:

1. That each teacher be required to keep all records and 
reports concerning teachers, pupils, heme, and school 
conditions which are required by law. Also that addi
tional records should be kept concerning pupils* habits, 
attitudes, skills, and knowledge. The present knowledge 
concerning Negro elementary schools would be increased 
in great degree if the records and reports required by 
law were kept both completely and accurately by all 
teachers.

2. That a state superintendent or supervisor of Negro edu
cation be appointed because
a. The present practice of having Negro schools ad

ministered by principals of white schools is un
satisfactory. The course of study and methods 
of teaching suitable to an eight-grade, eight- 
teacher school are entirely unsuited to an 
eight-grade, one-teacher school. A Negro super
intendent or supervisor could deal with the 
special problems of the small school in the city 
system and work out solutions to many of them.

b. Parents of Negro school children present problems 
a little different from others on account of dif
fering attitudes engendered by experiences with 
prejudice. A Negro superintendent could establish 
parent-education groups and do much to destroy 
the feeling held hy many Negro parents that it is 
useless to discuss the problems of their children 
with school executives because fair and equitable 
treatment cannot be expected. Co-operation between
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parents and school authorities is vital to the 
best interests of the child.

5. That wherever distances are not too great for adequate 
motor connections to be made, Negro schools should be 
consolidated. This would make possible larger, better- 
equipped, and better-staffed schools without an addi
tional outlay of money.

4. That the needs and potentialities of each community be 
examined before the establishment of a curriculum for 
Negro schools; that an effort be made to fit the train
ing of the Negro child to his needs.

5. That each school have-vocational training courses with 
suitable equipment and well-trained teachers to give 
this training.

6. That each school be provided with a library which should 
be open to the public. This would do much to improve 
the child’s reading and study Mbits and those of the 
community.

7. That elementary teachers should not be permitted to 
teach all subjects unless they have received some 
training for such a task.

8. That the single salary schedule continue and, in the 
instances where a double schedule exists, that it be 
speedily eradicated.

9. That the amount of money expended for Negro education 
be equalized according to the percent Negroes consti
tute of the total school population.

10. That each teacher should be required to take a course 
in rural education. This would familiarize teachers 
with some of the aims, methods, and materials with 
which they must deal in the average Negro elementary 
school in Arizona.


